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About Hyundai MOBIS
Autonomous driving is a core R&D focus 
for Hyundai MOBIS that requires analyzing 
terabytes of real-world video data. 
Unfortunately, this global top-tier automotive 
parts supplier’s existing scale-up storage was 
too fragmented and expensive to efficiently 
handle the load. Qumulo’s modern file 
data platform provided the missing 
performance, scalability and simplicity at a 
price that was too good to pass up.

Managing data with Qumulo is 
so simple it’s hard to describe 
the impact. It has given us 
tremendous ROI in terms of 
time saved and problems
eliminated.

“

Case Study: 
Hyundai MOBIS relies on Qumulo to 
help develop the connected car of 
the future.

Executive Summary
From entertainment and navigation to driver assistance and crash avoidance, the 
car of today is vastly different from those of a few years ago. The huge 
opportunity to shape the future of the connected car, especially around 
autonomous driving, is drawing the interest of companies from Google to Uber 
and Tesla to GM. The one thing these initiatives all have in common is data — 
miles and miles of data.

The Challenge

Staggering Data Velocity and the Challenge of Data Gravity
Qumulo makes data "light" by allowing customers to move petabytes of file data 
back and forth between apps and platforms.

Massive Amounts of Data 
The research and development behind future systems requires analysis of 
massive files and data sets. Managing, moving, and analyzing these data sets is a 
daunting problem.

Resource Intensive 
Helping vehicles to “see” and react like a human requires that the development 
team collect and pour through hundreds of terabytes of real-world video. On 
legacy scale-up NAS, adding additional capacity creates 
complexity with more silos and fragmentation.

Why migrate to AWS
Amazon Web Services (AWS) has helped thousands of organizations migrate to 
the cloud, from global enterprises to small businesses. Large or small, these 
companies enjoyed a number of similar benefits – from substantial IT cost 
savings, to improvements in productivity, security, and business agility. 
Combining the experience and expertise of AWS with Qumulo delivers a 
complete and proven approach for migrating to the cloud so that you can have 
confidence in your ability to achieve results, faster.

- John Beck, IT Manager
   Hyundai MOBIS

”
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Why Qumulo
Qumulo's file data software helps customers move enterprise workloads to the 
cloud with low latency, high throughput and capacity. Organizations can spin up 
Qumulo on AWS in multiple regions easily, supporting application proximity 
while aligning with compliance and governance guidelines. Enterprise workloads 
run on one file data system with a standard set of tools, analytics, and a cloud-
native REST API, no matter where or when they are deployed. Workloads can be 
connected together in a single namespace.

Qumulo's file data platform can help customers like Hyundai MOBIS move their 
workloads to the cloud quickly and efficiently while leveraging the agility, 
services and global reach offered by AWS.

The Solution
The Hyundai MOBIS team selected Qumulo and according to a Hyundai 
MOBIS IT Manager, John Beck, the deployment was dead simple. Beck 

said “Qumulo is so easy to set up and maintain" compared to rigid legacy 
file systems. Hyundai MOBIS’ R&D team is currently storing tremendous 
data on the Qumulo system, with more data being added 

all the time. The fact that the cluster can ingest that steady stream of 
machine data without constant management is a substantial benefit, 
freeing Beck’s team to concentrate on other things.  

Super Simple with Proactive Support 

“The Qumulo cluster is super simple for us to maintain – in fact, other 
than occasional software updates, we really don’t have to spend any 
time on it at all,” he notes. The Qumulo Care support team helps in that 
regard by proactively monitoring the system and alerting Beck to any 
potential problems. Qumulo Care has even alerted Beck about possible 
drive issues before any failure could disrupt operations at Hyundai 
MOBIS – a fact he truly appreciates.

Time Saved and Problems Eliminated

Overall Beck is extremely impressed with the Qumulo system, and finds 
that he no longer has to worry about his data. “Managing data with 
Qumulo is so simple it’s hard to describe the impact,” he says. “It has 
given us tremendous ROI in terms of time saved and problems 
eliminated, and having that reliable storage we can finally trust makes us 
eager to use it more broadly throughout the company.” 

As we scale the system 
to handle data globally, 
having a real-time view of 
everything that’s happening 
on the cluster will be critical 
for staying ahead of the 
needs of other teams.”

“

- John Beck, IT Manager
Hyundai MOBIS
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Results and Benefits
Qumulo Provides a Clear Path to the Cloud

CTOs and business application owners can advance their timelines for 
digital transformation with Qumulo by running existing applications and 
data sets in the cloud, seamlessly.  With Qumulo’s file data platform, 
enterprise applications are ready for the cloud—without special services 
or rewriting. 

Enterprises can migrate workloads to the cloud with the same 
applications and user experience that they have on prem. They have the 
flexibility to choose the infrastructure—hybrid, cloud, or both. Many of 
the features that make Qumulo the best choice for use in the data 
center also matter to customers in the cloud, including snapshots, Active 
Directory Integration/LDAP, quotas, multi-protocol file access, 
world-class support, and native replication. 

Qumulo Provides Unique Value to System Administrators and Data 
Owners

To address the diverse needs of enterprise file-based applications and 
workloads, Qumulo’s single file data management system supports 
multiple file access protocols to run seamlessly across on-prem and 
multi-cloud environments. This means enterprise applications and 
features function the same way in the cloud as they do on prem. 

Administrators can manage an enterprise-grade file data lake on their 
cloud of choice and run all their unstructured file applications on the 
cloud without having to rearchitect them.  

Developers Build Applications Faster With Qumulo

Using Qumulo’s file data platform, developers can build applications 
faster in the global cloud  region with a choice of cloud providers and 
infrastructure. They can: 

• Integrate applications with cloud-native services with secure access
to unstructured data to meet information security requirements.

• Attach compute, data, AI and ML services to get more value from
your applications and data using Qumulo’s robust APIs to attach
innovative cloud services to unstructured data running in Qumulo
on prem and in the cloud.

• Scale capacity and performance up and down to match workflows
by swapping instance types on a running cluster.

The Qumulo support 
team is amazing in its 
ability to help us head 
off issues before they 
become problems.

“

- John Beck, IT Manager
Hyundai MOBIS

“
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Qumulo Cloud File Data Use Cases
Financial Services: A mortgage processor uses data to streamline the digital mortgage application and approval process 
into minutes versus months. 

Life Sciences/Research: A genomics lab catalogues and processes millions of genome sequences through an AI cloud 
service, adding petabytes of information to its file data system. 

Manufacturing: An auto manufacturer scans each component for flaws as it moves along the production line, capturing 
the high-resolution images for real-time analysis by a public cloud service and returning the result in milliseconds. 

Media and Entertainment: A creative studio on a blockbuster schedule bursts to tens, hundreds, or even thousands of 
high-quality render nodes enabling remote talent in a cloud studio with high availability for heavy workloads. 

Retail: A retailer gathers data from in-store purchases by the second to promote the most sought after products by 
geography in near real time.

Benefits

About Qumulo
Said simply, Qumulo enables scalability within your control and 
seamless migration across public and private clouds so you can 
innovate with your file data.

Easy path to the cloud Simple for administrators API first integrations Industry leading support

Qumulo’s file data platform 
opens up enterprise 
application and workflow 
portfolios for immediate 
migration to the cloud.

Qumulo allows admins to 
automate and integrate 
everywhere, scale without 
limits, move active data-driven 
workloads into the public cloud, 
and manage all of it with file data 
analytics.

API first integrations 
makes file services easy to 
integrate for developers.

Qumulo customers rate 
high satisfaction in ease of 
management, upgrades, 
and overall support and 
responsiveness.




